
Now, just as there are four kinds of historian,
so there are four kinds of industrial
archaeologist. The first wants to know the date
when a particular steam-engine was
ftrnctioning and doing tseful work, the second
where it was rnade and by whom, the third
what its practical results were in the place
where it was installed, and the fourth what it
was like to be the man in charge of it and how
that man had been recruited and trained. None
of these approaches is or can be concerned only
with facts, partly because one never has all the
relevant facts - history is a jigsaw puzzle with a
lot of the pieces rnissing - and partly because
what we are pleased to call facts are only
meaningfrrl when they are placed alongside
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other facts. And among those 'other facts' are
contemporary attitudes. Yesterday's attitudes
are a vital part of history and to recapture and
interpret them is what the work of the historian
is really all about. The historian without an
historical imagination is like a body without
blood or a car without an engine. History is
about contexts and the rebuilding of contexts
demands a porverful, free-ranging irnagination
and a lot of luck.

lct me give you an example of what I mean. In
Norrkoping, in southern Sweden, there is a
relatively new industrial museun, set up five
years ago in a fonner textile rnill. Norrkoping
was at one tirne the main centre of Sweden's
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There are fotrr kinds of historian. The first tries to answer the question, 'What happened in 1066?'; the
second, '\\'hv did u'hat happened in 1066 happen at all?'; the third, 'What were the results of what
happened in 1066?': and the fourth, 'What was it like to be alive in England in 1066?' There are no
final or precise allsl\'crs to any of these questions. Every attempt to deal with them involves judgement,
opinion and guess-l'ork. History is an art, not a science and an historian without an imagination is both
daxgerous and trseless.
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The Museum of work in the industrial landscape of Norkr)pping (Arbetets Musem).

textile industry, largely because it had plenty of
water-power to drive the original machinery.
While Sweden was a poor cormtry, which it was
until 1945, wages were low and the textile
industry prospered. Then, with its econorny
and its buildings undamaged by the War, it
quickly became a rich country. Wages went up
and up, war-time transport barriers disappeared
and Sweden began to import the bulk of its
textiles from low-wage countries. Norrkoping
collapsed as an industrial town and rnill after
mill was closed down and abandoned.

However one of the smaller and more attractive
of the mills began a new life as an industrial
museuln. This occupies all three floors of the
former rnill and one of Swedenls leading
exhibition designers, Eva Persson, was
employed to affange the displays in her
characleristic irnpressionist style. In order to
reach the first and second floors of the muserun
at Norrkoping one had to go up the same stone
staircase that had been used by the rnill-workers
for more than a century. At any given time
there were hundreds of them. They had heavy
shoes and the centre of each step was well-
worn. I would grress that it had been replaced
more than once during its lifetirne. These stair-
treads, worn away by people rnaking their way
to the place where they were going to spend a

long working day and by the same men and
women eventually making their way
downwards and home when they were free
again, made a great impression on me and got
my irnagination working overtime.

I tried to irnagine what was going on in the
minds of these mill-workers as they plodded up
and down the same stairs that I was. Was it
resentment at having to be there at all? Was it
pleasure at the thought of spending the day
among friends, at the prospect of
companionship? If they were not well, was it
despair at the thought of somehow driving
themselves on during a day that seemed to be
never-ending? Was it hatred of their employer,
who overworked and underpaid thern? Or had
they simply switched off for the ten hours that
their work was going to last? Were ttrey
mounting these all-too-familiar stairs in a state
of trance? When they went down again, were
they glad to be going home or fearful of a new
set of problems and burdens that they were
going to find there?

I was putting ttrese questions to myself all the
time when I was on these stairs. For me, the
whole museum, not merely this p4rt of it, was
full of ghosts, the ghosts of the people who had
earned their living there and, so far as I am



concerned, this is the real valuc of industrial
archaeology. It helps me to gct a fccling of past
worlds and of the people who inhabited thern. I
have only a vL'ry limitcd interest in steam-
engines or water-whccls or weavem' cottages as

such, I value thern for the oppor-ttrniry they give
me to feel my way back into yesterday's
attitudes and patterns of behaviour, sornething
which can only happen with the saure degree of
interest in a real place. Books, doctu.nents and
photographs cannot do this for me. In rny
atterxpts to r-mdcrstand thc past I nced the
gr,ridance and advice of ghosts.

I ought to make it clear that all historic places

have this ghost-raising potcntial for rre.
Industrial sites do not have a monopoly. When
I an, in a church, gcnerations of vicars and
congregations corre alive for me, as I ponder
on what Sunday and thcir rcligion ureant io
thern. Whcn I look at a pulpit, I think of all the
preachcrs who have occupied it and of what
was acttrally going on inside the heads of the
perople who were supposct to be listerring to
thern. When I arn on Victoria Station, I think
of Bank Holida-v day-trippers going to
Brighton, u,ell-to-do families travelling to Paris
on the Golden Arrow, and First World War
soldiers going to their deaths in France. Flying
to Arnerica in Concorde. I have crcatcd a

picture for rnyself of the thousands of actresses,
colnpany presidents, high-ranking politicians
and rnernbers of the idle rich *,ho have
occupicd the sarne seat that has rrry bottorn on
it. When I visit thc old Crown Coru't in
Dorchester lny hearl goes out to the Dorser
fanr labotrrers, the Tolpuddle Mar-tyrs, who
rvcre brorrght from thc cclls and trp into thc
coum to see the nrenacing figrrre of the robcd
and bcwigged judge in front of thern, about to
sentence them to transportation for the criu.rc of
having atternpted to fonn a Trade Union. I
sr.lppose that history has never seerned quite so

real to n.re as in that corlrtroorn in Dorchcster,
neither has the neccssity of preserving historic
buildings been quite so obvious.

History for rne is place, as for others it is
libraries, archives and pictures. Industriai
archaeologv is irnportant rnainly because, for
the first tirne, it brought the places used by
yesterday's working people otrt of the shadorvs
and into full historical daylight. The places of
the rich, porverful and fanous have always bcor
known and, in varying dcgrees, publiciscd, the
places of people rvithout lnoney and influcnce
aded awal', turtil the social historians and tlic
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industrial archaeologists discovered them and
made them respectable objects of interest and
study.

It would be wrong to suppose or to claim that
everyone who feels entitled to call himself an
industrial archaeologist values industrial
archaeology for the sarne reasons that I do. I
aln very well aware that many people are
interested purely and simply in the history of
technology as such, in technical irnprovements
and innovationi. To thern, the steam-engines
and the power-looms are more significant than
the men, women and, in sotne cases, children,
who built them, serviced them and used them. I
appreciate their contribution to history, but as

an historian I am essentially a people man, not
a nuts and bolts rnan.

Having rrade that clear, I want to try to explain

".to 
you how one or two industrial archaeology

sites have helped to bring history alive for me.
I should like to start with Swindon. When I
first went to Swindon in the rnid-1950s, it was
still very much a railway town. Dr Beeching
had not yet produced the infamous report,
which condemned Britain's railways to
butchery, the historic railway workshops were
still intact and fturctioning, steam locomotives
were still operating, sleepers were still made of
wood, long-welded track was as yet unknown,
ticket-offices had no computers and still issued
pre-printed Edrnondson tickets made of
cardboard, and the railways ran their own
refreshrnent roorlls. But traditional Swindon
knew that something very urpleasant was going
to hit it very soon and was trying to protect
itself against disaster by setting up new
industries which would provide replacements
for the railway jobs that were going to be lost.

I was lucky to be able to visit Swindon and to
talk to railway veterans before the old traditions
faded away and the old landrnarks were either
der-nolished or modified out of all recognition.
One of these landmarks was Swindon station.
Unlike Bath or Bristol, the town served by the
Great Western Railway was a mile away and
negligible in social prestige, so nothing i, -y
way grand or elegant was felt to be called fm in
its station buildings. These were very
functional and indicated little desire to irnpress
- apart, perhaps, frorn the celebrated
refreshrnent roolns on each platform. They had
a guaranteed trade, because trains had a

waiting period here while the locornotive was
changed and long-distance passengers
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naturally bought food and drink. Each of these
large refreshrnent blocks, 170 feet long and 37
wide, was tlree storeys high. At platform level
was the refreshment room itself, with its
columns and central counter, 'the walls and
ceilings arabesque, and the columns painted
after a recent invention to resemble inlaid
wood'. The kitchens, stores and offices were in
the basement, and the top storey of each block
was a hotel, with a covered bridge joining the
bedrooms on the north side of the track and the
dining and sitting rooms on the south side.
There was also a Masonic temple, used from
time to time by the Prince of Wales and his
guests.

The Prince used to arrive in his special train,
which was parked for the evening in the bay
which at that time existed in the centre of the
east end of Platforrn Two. He would cross over
the bridge to the hospitality side of the hotel, to
be joined by his racing friends frorn the
Madborough Downs and other local notables.
The happy band of brothers would then eat,
drink and possibly indulge in their Masonic
rituals r"rntil sleep or stupor indicated that the
evening was drawing to an end. Those who
were incapable of travelling any further that
night, together with any who had corne frorn
afar, were laid out to cool in the bedroorlts over
the bridge, and those who had survived rather
better were either driven back to their own
home or accompanied the Royal presence to
London.

I had the enonnous privilege of being shown
round the long-disused amenities on the south
side before they were destroyed as a prelirninary
to creating a station more acceptable to
passengers in the second half of the 20th
cenftry and rny irnagination was able to people
them with both ordinary travellers aad with the
Royal revellers. These were the days when
railways and railway stations were in the main
strearn of English social life and when people
with rnoney expected to be cornfortable and
well-'looked after. I myself have eaten splendid
meals in the restatrants on Victoria, Waterloo
and Bristol Tanple Meads stations, before these
were replaced by hamburger bars. I treasure
these mernories. The dusty and faded railway
archaeology that was urlocked for me to look at
in Swindon revealed a great deal about the
tastes and habits of the British upper classes
during the period which was corning to an end
when I was born. I corrld feel the ghosts of
Edward VII and his friends around rne and

with the archaeologr to help me, I could also
imagine the attitudes of the servants and
railwaymen who looked after these people
during their brief visits to Swindon. The
juxtaposition of high-privilege and working-
class Swindon fascinated me and I counted
myself extremely lucky to have seen and
experienced this evidence of it. Not long after I
toured Level Three of this historic refreshnent
block, it was demolished, without anyone, so
far as I know, taking photographs of what was
about to vanish into the contractors' skips.

But there was much other ghost material
available to me then in the 1950s. Once
Swindon had been selected as the Great
Western's principal centre for building and
repairing rolling-stock and locomotives, it
becarne necessary to build a new town, or at
least a new village, where ernployees and their
farnilies could'live, since, for men who had to
come to work on foot, the old rnarket town
away on the hill was too remote, and rursuitable
in other ways. So, during the 1840s and 1850s,
a grid of six streets of new houses was laid out
in the fields, close to the railway station and the
workshops and until the 1960s, when they were
modernised, these terraces of elegant little
houses survived intact, rnuch as they had been a
century eadier, as a monrment to the
enlightened housing policy of an early-
Victorian employer. They were built by J. and
C. Rigby, of Millbank, who were also the
contractors for the construction of all the Great
Western stations between Steventon and
Corsham, together with Slough.

These houses were of a terraced type, common
in the Northern and Midland industrial towns,
but strange in rural Wiltshire. They had brick-
built outside privies, wash-houses and coal
stores and a broad alley along the back served
for coal deliveries and for the rernoval of night-
soil from the privies. The rear of the houses
presented a sharp and unappealing contrast to
the pleasant fagades in local stone. The houses
are still there, but they were extensively
modernised during the 1960s and 1970s and no
longer reflect the living conditions of the
original railway workers. I went into a number
of thern before rnodernisation took place and
talked to the inhabitants, many of whom
belonged to farnilies which had lived in the
house, generation by generation, since it had
been built rnore than a century ago. They were
railway people and proud of it and the running- ,

down of the workshops disturbed thern.

ft
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Original back entrances in the Railvay Village, Su,in.don, sltov,ing origfual v,ashltouses and coal stores.
Demolished during tlrc ntodemisation programrue of the 1970s @ill Morris).

Their horrses were full of souvenirs of the old
Great Western da-vs. I rerrernber very well lu,o
photographs on the mantelshelf in the sitting-
room, pointed out to rne by a wolran who was,

I suppose, in her seventies. 'That picture,' she

told rne, 'is rny rnother and that one shows rne

and rny sister and rny brother. My sister was
the child that rny rnother had to have by the
foreman, as the price of rny father keeping his
job. Times were hard, -you see, and there was
no other work in Swindon, only the railway.'
For me, those photographs and the conversation
about thern were just as rnuch railway
archaeology as an old signal box or bridge.

But this partictrlar archaeological conrplex did
not involve only one srnall terrace house. The
corner houses at each end of the streets in the
Railway Village were occupied by foreu-ren in
the Works and they were considerably bigger
than the others. So the story constnlcted frorn
the photographs concerns two houses and the
Railway Works itself. It was a triangtrlar story
and I was free to start my irnagination rvorking
at whichever of the three point-s I pleased and to
move around tl-re triangle clockwise or anti-
clockwise. But rve are talking about sourething
that happened in the late 1880s, whcn there
were no rnotorcars, and the qtrestion tl-rat kept
pushing itsclf into n'ry rnind was, 'rvherc did the

sexual act leading to the conception of this
Victorian child take place?'

Further thoughts inevitably followed. Since the
job of every man was under the foreman's
control, were there sirnilar stories to discover in
a nunber of other little houses in the Railway
Village? And not only this particular story, of
course, this particular skeleton in a working-
class family's cupboard. If I had had the time
and the patience to persevere, I am quite sure

that the human history of this tightly-knit
Swindon railway community would have

started to elrrerge from the cracks between the
floorboards in every house I visited. 'Industrial
housing' is a recognised branch of industrial
archaeology, but a study of the houses is sterile
and useless without a study of the people who
lived in thern. One exists in order to stimulate
the other and to keep it moving in useful
directions. As a piece of social and industrial
history, this illustration of the power of the
Victorian foreman was illuminating, but, told
!o me in the house where the family had had to
live with the event in question, it acquired an
extra dimension.

The archaeology rnade it possible for rne not
only to know the story, but to feel it.
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Early in the 1960s I began to go a good deal to

Trowbridge, an old weaving town in Wiltshire
that had a great deal to offer an industrial
archaeologist at that time, just before it became

evident that textile manufacturing in the area

had no future. One of the last firms to survive

was Samuel Salter's, which made traditional
West of England cloth and which was run by

Kenneth Ponting, who had married into the

family and who was a respected historian of the

industry. During the 1950s, Salter's mill had

suffered a serious fire in the roof and top sttrey
of the building. Afterwards the firm decided to

eliminate the top floor and to put a flat roof on

the three remaining storeys. One could walk
about on to this roof and see the whole of

Trowbridge spread orrt below. When I did this,

with Kenneth Ponting as my guide, I could see

a huddle of small single-storeyd brick
buildings down below, very close to the Salter's
mill. I asked my host what they were or what

they had been. Their story, it appeared, was

this. During the lTth and 18th centuries

Trowbridge, like other long-established textile
towns, had a considerable ntunber of hand loorn

weavers, rnany of whose houses, with their

large upstairs workroorn windows, were still to
be seen there. After the Napoleonic Wars it
had become clear that the days of these

working-at-home weavers were drawing to an

end - power-driven looms in factories were

taking over the work - and that these traditional
craftsmen were faced with three alternatives, to
cease being their own masters and to go to
work as employees in one of the new factories,
to find some other quite different work, or to be

unemployed.

To a few of those facing this predicament, a
fourth possibility suggested itself, to set up
mini-factories in their own back gardens or on
srnall pieces of waste ground that they might be

able to buy or rent. In these brick sheds - they
were nothing more - they were able to operate

the bigger, heavier looms, making wider pieces

of cloth, which the upstairs workrooms in their
houses were ufiable to take, and, by having two
or three of these, they hoped to be able to
compete in the new economic environment.
These mini-factories were their last hope, their
last chance of preserving their independence.

For a few years the strategy half-worked, but by

The scene from the top of Samuel Salter's textile mill in Trou,bridge in the late 1960s.

Several of the small brick buildings belou,u,ere erected as mini-factories by handloom

weavers in tlrc earl, 19th century, in a last ditch &ttempt to presente their independence (Bill

Morriil.



Passertgers arrizting bt ImPerial Airuays coach at L:roldon ,\irport in 1930's
',111 ourpnssengers orc l:IP'.s. 'l'he terrninal ttttiLdi.n,g had to rcJlect lhis.
Courtcsy Lufthansa).

the 1850s the attempt had failed and the jumble
of little brick buildings I could see near Sarnuel
Salter's mill survived as storage places for local
tradesrnen. But, as I looked at them, they
allowed rne to feel the increasing hopelessness

of a group of people with once-valuable skills
for which society had no further use. Without
the archaeology, the visual stimuli, my
understanding would have been a great deal
less.

The archaeolory does not have to be a hundred
years old in order to have this effect on tne. I
have stood inside the abandoned buildings of
Burton's gfeat Hudson Road factory complex in
l-eeds, which covered 100 acres and at the
firm's peak in the 1950s, employed 8,000
people. This huge enterprise, with its chain of
shops throughout Britain was killed by jeans.

Between 1950 and 1970 the popularity of the
made-to-measure suit and the collar and tie
declined at a rate which shook the Burton
business to its foundations. I visited Hudson
Road in the late 1950s, when the bnsiness was
booming and I went there again in the rrid-80s,
when the buildings were dead. I knew what
had happened in between, of course, but the
transfonnation of a thriving enterprise into
industrial archaeolory made an irnpression on
me that I shall never forget.
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In the 1970s I was taken to lunch at the Ritz
Hotel in Piccadilly, and while rny host was
urging me to glance at the actress, Judi Dench,
sitting two tables away,'I was thinking about
the fact that the building in which we were
eating was a gigantic fraud, a fact of which I
am pretty sure that few of rny fellow lunchers
were aware. The Ritz was completed in 1904
and it was the first completely steel-framed
building in the rnetropolis. The Ritz illustrated
very well the obstacles which architects and
builders had to overcome. By the end of the
19th cenhry, every aspect of the construction of
buildings in Britain was tightly controlled, the
basis being the l,ondon Building Act of 1894
and its later arnendrnents. Local authorities
throughout Britain came to use the very
conservative london Act as a model for their
own bye-laws, with the result that it was hard to
get acceptance of new materials and techniques.
In the design of the Riu Hotel the load of the
building was completely taken by steel columns
but, as a result of the bye-laws, the external
walls had to be constructed of load-bearing
masonry, even though they carried no load at
all.

The absurdity of this ruling gave rise to fierce
argurnents arnong architects and builders,
which resulted in a change in the re'gulations.
But I was happy to sit there in the dining-room
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of the Ritz, safe in the knowledge that I was
protectd twice over from a collapse of the
building.

The computer industry does not have a great

deal of archaeology of its own, but one
interesting item has, however, been preserved

by accident, not deliberate policy, at the
University of Southampton. The University's
first computer, a Ferranti 'Pegasus', wils
installed in January 1958. The hundreds of
valves used generated a great deal of heat and
caused the equipment to be very bulky. In
order to deal with these two problems, size and
heat, a special single-storey building had to be

designed, with a heat-dissipating, pagoda-like
strucflffe on the roof. I went to see it and talked
to the staff in 1961. Between 1958 and 1961,
when it was sold to the Road Research
Laboratory to act as a back-up machine,
'Pegasus' was adapted to magnetic tape storage
- it originally had dmm storage - and speeded

up. It did not like this and towards the end of
its tirne with the University it gave a good deal
of trouble.

The University's second computer was an ICT
1909, modified and converted into an ICT 1907
in 1967. It had transistors, not valves, and was
therefore very rnuch srnaller and cooler-rtrnning
than 'Pegasus'. It went straight into a corner of
the Mathematics building and the original
purpose-built computer building was given to
the Student Health Service. I went back to the
1958 building in 1976, in the cornpany of
Margaret Davis, a mathematician who had
worked with 'Pegasus', the ICT 1907 and its
successor, an ICL 1970. It was a great
privilege to meet someone with such memories.

She helped to bring the 1958 building alive for
me again and her records, photographs and
stories, told to me in the context of the fonner
home of 'Pegasus', removed the Health Service
from my mind for a couple of hours and rnade

sense of the strange building again. Fate had
put me in touch once again with what I should
like to call Archaeology Plus, the Plus being the
information which made sense of the
archaeology and which was itself made more
real by the archaeology.

The last exarnple I should like to put in front of
you this afternoon is a group of sites of great
importance to the history of civil aviation. Of
the two great narxes afirong British civilian
airfields in the 1920s, Hendon now has the

RAF Museum, but nothing of any operational
significance, while Croydon has been reduced
to part of its 1928 terminal building, the
airfield completely gone. The history of
Croydon airfield goes back to the 1914-18 War,
when it was established as part of the air
defences of l,ondon. Aircraft from Croydon
went up to attack the raiding Zeppelins and the
enemy bombers which came over in the
following years. Croydon was formally adopted
as the Customs Airport for l-ondon in 1920, in
succession to Hounslow, but there was only a
t€mporary terminal there until 1928, when
proper buildings were erected. By L937, 400
passengers a day were passing through the
airport. They were an 6lite body of travellers
and every one of them received VIP treatnent.

During the Second World War, Croydon
becarne an irnportant centre for RAF
operations. The tenninal escaped lightly from
repeated bombing, but the hangars and other
buildings were badly darnaged and extensive
repairs were needed once the War had ended.
Croydon finally ceased operations in 1959. The
terminal building was put up fm sale and
during the 1960s the airfield was partly built
over. When I visited it n 1977, the passenger
reception area of the terminal was occupied by
a cash and carry furniture warehouse.

I myself never flew from Croydon, but when I
was researching my book, Air Travel A Social
History, I met and corresponded with many
people who had worked at the aiqport and who
had used it as passengers. They brought the
archaeolory back to life for me. 'The counter
was highly polished,' recalled one of them,
'and the Traffic Clerks in their navy-blue RAF
type unifonns, polished buckles and crested
buttons certainly helped to create the Imperial
Airways image of 'the P. and O. Service of the
air'.' 'On the airport bus to central London,'
another person told me, 'one got an indication
of the opulence of the passengers from the
smell of Balkan Sobranie cigarettes.'

Other items of Croydon archaeolory contribute
to this image of pre-war flying as an expensive
means of travel which concentrated on
providing the best people with the comfort and
service they considered to be their due. The flat
roof of the Croydon Aerodrome Hotel used to
be a favourite place for watching the aeroplanes
take off and land. The Hotel, still operates,
deprived of the aeroplanes, and it has many
framed photographs of people and events



connectd with the airport. Another
monument is what used to be Victoria
Air Terminal, a piece of 1930s
Modern Movement architecture and,
until the creation of British Airways,
the london tenninal of British
Overseas Airways Corporation. It
operated until 1980, as a terminal for
long- distance passengers from
Heathrow. The original Imperial
Airways town-tenninal, at 13 Charles
Street, Berkeley Sqrlare, a small town-
house in a fashionable area, has since
been converted into flats, with no
plaque to indicate the part it played in
the development of British civil
aviation.

The history of passenger flying is
documented to a certain extent by its
monuments, but these monuments
make no sense without the mernories
of the people who used thern. These
memories, like those of elderly
railway passengers, reflect little credit
on what is provided today.
Intelpreted with courage and
imagination, industrial archaeology
can and should be distrrrbing. The
buildings and facilities provided at
Croydon spell great comfort and
convenience, qualities which are
almost inconceivable to anyone
brought up to regard Heathrow as the norm. In
this respect, civil aviation has gone backwards,
not forwards. I have a much treasured letter
frorn a Mrs leonie Smith, who made frequent
flights from Croydon to European cities before
1939. After the War, when flying becarne
possible again, she much preferred to go by
boat and train. 'Having flown in comfort,' she
said, 'with VIP treatrnent for every passenger, I
couldn't bear to be herded like cattle.'

In preparing this talk, I have been very
conscious that I have lived a privileged life, not
because I had money and the things which
money could buy - I have never been in that
situation and I never shall be - but because I
have been able to visit so many places before
they were destroyed or spoiled and because I
have had the chance to talk to people who had
been personally involved in the archaeology
and who explained to me what was important
and what was not. My one wish is that others
should be able to share these advantages, btrt I
know that there are irunense difficulties in
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A Ju 52 of Lufthansa on the tannac in front of the Croydon
terminal building in the 1930s. (Counesy Luftharca).

achieving this. I arn well aware of the chain of
evenls and experiences that have stirred my
own historical irnagination and during the past
hour I have presented a few examples as clearly
and honestly as I can. How far I have
succeeded, I do not know. But experience is
either personal or it is nothing and, within the
field of industrial archaeology, opportunities
existed which are not there any more. I saw the
little weaving sheds in Trowbridge. They have
since been pulled down. I went into the
unmodernised houses in Swindon's Railway
Village. They have now been brought up-to-
date. I ate in the station restaurants at Victoria,
Waterloo and Bristol Temple Meads, with their
white tables and waitresses. Nobody can do that
today. I saw the rooms where the Prince of
Wales spent convivial evenings at Swindon
Station. They are no long there. I remember

. the flavour and the texture of pre-war bread and
I contrast it with the rubbish that is often sold
today under the name of bread. I saw Abraham
Darby's furnace at Coalbrookdale wh'en it was
alone, tmprotected and urinterpreted in the
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middle of a field and felt my imagination
racing to provide a meaningful historical
context for it.

As I have said, I regard myself as immensely
privileged and I want to know if it is possible

for me to share rny experience with others or
whether they are destined to die with me. Facts

can be recorded, reproduced and published. I
am satisfied that the facts of industrial

archaeology are safe, but I arn not at all
satisfied that industrial archaeology is being
preserved and interpreted in a way which will
help to recreate the past. Industrial
archaeology, as a pursuit and as a hobby,
contains some very dull dogs, people who are
concerned with the letter, rather than the spirit
of the subject. I fear that my audience today
contains a few of them, although I sincerely
hope not.

Kenneth iludson

This text k based on the lecture given
by Mr. Hudson to GLIAS following our
AGM on the 27th April 1996

A Handley Page 42E of Impeial Airways used oru the Paris route at Croydon in the
1 930s. (Courtesy Lufthansa)


